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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit, in the

question paper. All questions carry equal

marks. Missing data, if any, may suitably

be assumed  and stated, clearly. Supplement

6. (a) Discuss various shapes of a Well

Foundation and advantages and

disadvantages of each shape. 8

(b) Discuss various forces acting on a Well

Foundation. 7

Unit IV

7. (a) What is Dewatering of Soil ? When is it

needed ? Discuss its advantages. What

are its different methods ? 7

(b) Discuss with neat sketches, Excavation

Drainage with Sump. 8

8. Discuss criteria of I.S. Code of practice, for

the design of Foundations for Reciprocating

type machine. 15
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your answer with suitable, proportionately

draw neat sketches, wherever required.

Unit I

1. (a) What do you understand by Site

Exploration ? Why is it needed ? Disscus

what should be the Depth of

Exploration ? Discuss the thumb rules for

the Depth of Exploration for various types

of Civil Works. 8

(b) Discuss Disturb Sampling and Un-disturb

Sampling, their uses, advantages and

disadvantages. 7

2. (a) Discuss the difference between Active

and Passive states of earth Pressures. 6

(b) Using Rankine’s analysis, Derive the

expression for Active earth pressure for

Cohesive Soils. Draw Active Earth

Pressure diagram along the height of a

retaining wall, having cohesive backfill.

Also determine the Critical height of an

unsupported Vertical cut in cohesive soil.

9

Unit II

3. (a) Derive the expression for Factor of safety

of an Infinite slope of Cohesionless soil,

when it is submerged. 7

(b) Discuss Swedish Slip circle Method for

slope stability analysis of a purely

cohesive soil. 8

4. (a) Discuss Terzaghi’s analysis for the

condition of complete bearing capacity

failure and derive a General bearing

Capacity Equation. 12

(b) What are the assumptions and Limitations

in Terzaghi’s analysis ? 3

Unit III

5. (a) Discuss classification of Pile Foundation,

based on the function with neat sketches.

7

(b) Describe Hiley’s formula for load carrying

Capacity of Piles. 8
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